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g7studio & Software Technology has a complete in-house set-up which essentially comprises of an excellent combination of the „top-notch‟ authors, editors, graphic designers, web designers and the printing

professionals. We have mastered ourselves in our craft of the 3D design and varieties of the printing jobs. Do not hesitate to contact us for every 3D designing and printing needs you might have. We

enthusiastically take extra pain to satisfy our esteemed clients. Having with the expertise of most modern technologies and methods, the list of our applauding clients is really long.

At g7studio & Software Technology, our talented team of illustrators, animators and web programmers is determined to satisfy all of your graphical, design, animation and imaging needs. It is our motto to deliver

the perfect output in time and retain its contemporary international quality standard along with. As we have been working in multimedia, web and publishing realms since last two decades, we have become more

sensitive and most importantly, being “aware” about your needs gradually. Thus, putting in the first-time endeavor, our expert professional staff can create the products you aspired for largely in a smooth manner.

By the essence of the inherent quality of our products, such a way, they would certainly elevate the apex of the curve as sooner in your business going forward. Our expert graphics designers can provide creative

design solutions for all types of graphical need within a short period. It includes the digitization and vectorization of your existing logo for printing and web applications in different formats.

We work in Adobe Photoshop, Corel Draw, In design, Macromedia Flash, Adobe Illustrator, After Effects, Corel Studio, Pinnacle Studio, 3D Max/Maya, Dreamweaver, Html, Java, Android / Windows and other

various software platforms. We can also design or re-design your website in order to improve its overall appearance and aesthetics. In all of these cases, the „Best quality‟ is assured and prices are most

competitive. Inheriting the best core value of present-days‟ Computer-aided Design industry, we are, thus, determined to provide you the best of the digital and print outputs sticking with its coeval standards of

quality. Consequently, you can view us as a „One-Stop House‟ for all of your Graphic Design, Documentation and several others Printing services‟ requirements. A long-lasting vital relationship with you is our ever-

cherished ambition! Yes, we mean it! We are in a constant process to develop our technologies in aiming to become the „ever-best solution‟-providing firm within our domain periphery. Our clients throughout the

globe would acknowledge with their hearts‟ content that our skills to produce the quality product is unparalleled and optimum in its context. At g7studio & Software Technology, the prompt customer service and

striving for the customer satisfaction are our foremost priorities. We endeavor to complete your projects in tiniest time period despite of any compromises in their inherent quality aspects. If it calls out its need, the

project can be completed overnight without sacrificing its quality standard. We strongly believe in that old idiom which we practice in our every action: "Customer is always right!" And, perhaps, deriving the heart‟s

content of the customer has thus become our foremost accomplishment hitherto!























www.sugandhamagazine.com www. bharatiyadharmsangh.com www.nbdbook.com

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h0c9gim1u8rc30b/Sugandha Feb 2016.exe?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/if65wz0r0dyj0h4/Viewguard Digital Book.exe?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6sclfzopu66l0eg/GST Saral Book.exe?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zmxffsql84jhgmp/Health of India.exe?dl=0
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